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Ever since the Arab Spring, the
democratizing and liberating effects of
digital and social media have been in the

potential to “liberate societies from
autocracy.”3
Naturally, governments have

spotlight of academics and journalists.

been learning and attempting to adapt

The Internet and new media brought

to technological changes throughout

along a “fundamental structural

history. An authoritarian state, which

change,” one that Carl Builder, a

has a variety of instruments of coercion,

military affairs analyst, predicted would

surveillance, and control at its disposal,

shift the balance of power away from

can retaliate by curbing the flows of

states and in favor of individuals and

information through censorship of

civil society.1 The transformative power

content and persecution of the

of information and activism enhanced

opposition. China is a striking example

by the new technologies raised hopes of

of one such regime. As one of the most

democratization in many nations. As

censored countries, it does not allow

social and digital media became

access to such websites as Google,

essential to the functioning of civil

YouTube, Facebook, Wikipedia, as well

society, political campaigns, and

as major Western media websites,

international relations, Larry Diamond

including The New York Times, CNN,

and Marc Plattner (2012) claimed that

and BBC as of 2021. Rebecca

the new practice of information

MacKinnon (2012) coined the term

exchange blurred borders between

“networked authoritarianism” to

information and action.2 New

describe the way Beijing has dealt with

technologies, they argued, demonstrated

the democratizing effect of digital
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communications and internet-based

purposes can be used by government

information flows.

surveillance and control. The tools that

Once authoritarian regimes

put users into categories based on

recover from the initial shock of the new

personal and political characteristics in

power of civil society to mobilize,

specific geographic areas are publicly

organize, and protest, they start to

accessible and within reach of foreign

invest in not just countering the new

intelligence agencies and law

advantage but also reasserting their

enforcement. Facebook has been

authority and control. Governments

actively used in political campaigns in

possess considerably more resources

non-democratic states. For instance,

than the civil society. Judicious and

Facebook became a vessel for spreading

strategic allocation of resources in

aggression and false information during

technology and capacity building of state

the Philippine President Duterte’s

security institutions enables

election campaign in 2016. After the

governments to get ahead in the new

election, Duterte used Facebook to

media game. Now we see authoritarian

target and jail opponents and

governments use the same new media to

journalists.4

manufacture consent, shape public

Similar cases are available in the

opinion, and legitimize their policies.

democratic world as well. Spreading

Some of the resources helpful

disinformation was a major strategy of

for spreading disinformation and

the Trump campaigns. The campaigns

propaganda are readily available to any

also utilized Facebook to disseminate

interested entity. For example, Facebook

micro-targeted ads designed to sow

algorithms created for advertisement

confusion and delegitimize anyone
3
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criticizing Trump.5 The ubiquity of such

challenge US dominance in the world

methods illustrate the reality of the rise

arena and are heavily investing in the

of online (or digital) authoritarianism, a

new media to achieve that goal.
China, ruled by the Communist

phenomenon described in the Freedom
House project titled, Freedom on the

Party, is the world’s second-largest

Net, which reported continuous decline

economy and a rising global power.

of Internet freedom in the US and across

Russia has been under the Putin regime

the world. The 2019 report also outlined

for over twenty years. Both are nuclear

the use of media platforms as

powers and permanent members of the

“instruments for political distortion and

United Nations Security Council. China

societal control.” 6

is the world’s largest state by population
where as Russia is the biggest in size.

The loss of reelection by Trump
may suggest that the scale or intensity of

Both Russia and China spend a

his campaign’s disinformation operation

considerable portion of their budgets on

was not sufficient to ensure victory for

control of the media, but their methods

him. However, it would be fairer to

and ability to reach global audiences

attribute this outcome to the work of the

vary.

independent media organizations as
well as the strength of the US

China and the Control of

democratic institutions. The countries

Information and Media
China’s foreign policy strategy

that have neither of the two see different
political developments. China and

and budget have long included “media

Russia are two obvious examples of

warfare.” After the 2008 Summer

authoritarian states that seek to

Olympics in Beijing, the government
4
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allocated 6.6 billion dollars for global

2019 and is one of the world’s top jailers

media expansion. China has been

of journalists.10 The Cyberspace

heavily investing in foreign-language

Administration of China, founded in

media,7 as well as spending tens of

2014, controls which content is allowed

millions of dollars solely on influencing

on the Internet in China and tracks

the US.8 In pursuit of a “new world

down violators who face consequences

media order,” in addition to global

and prosecution. Internet censorship is

disinformation campaigns conducted

considered a top priority by the Chinese

through the social media and messaging

government. The government dictates

apps such as WeChat, China organized

the way information is framed, while the

and fully funded international media

press does not have any proper legal

summits as well as foreign journalists’

protection and the courts are controlled

trips and training in China with the

by the government. The authorities

purpose of securing favorable coverage;

oversee the means of production and set

it also financed pro-China ads in the

the rules for Internet service

Western media and made content-

providers.11 China’s low press freedom

sharing deals with credible media

rankings and total control over

organizations in order to push for pro-

journalists did not prevent the

China coverage.9

government from calling the country a
“true democracy and a champion of

In terms of freedom of
expression, China was rated as fifth

human rights” in a white paper

most censored country by the

published on the 70th anniversary of the

Committee to Protect Journalists in

People’s Republic of China (PRC).12

5
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Such statements are an example of a

such as the US.15 Similarly, the Chinese

blatant propaganda approach by the

newspapers preferred to downplay the

Chinese government, possible due to

severity of the spread of COVID-19 in

complete lack of accountability.

China during early 2020 and strived to

For the last twenty years,

shift the focus elsewhere.16 In the

virtually all online news in China comes

absence of alternate sources, such

from one source—the Xinhua News

portrayals alone shape public opinion

Agency, which has been the Party’s

about these events and the government

mouthpiece since before the

faces no challenge to its worldview or to

establishment of the PRC itself.13

the policies it adopted to address both

People’s Daily is the largest newspaper

the protests and the pandemic.

in the country and is affiliated with the

It is safe to say that the main

Party. The online version of the

and only purpose of online media in

newspaper claims to reach 258 million

China is to shape public opinion and

people per day in over 200 countries.14

assist in preserving the regime. The

As most of the alternative sources of

government views controlling the online

information in China are banned, the

conversation as essential for remaining

official media play the main role in

in power. The chief editor of People’s

presenting any news to the people. For

Daily defined anything less than full

instance, the mostly peaceful 2019-2020

control over the media as a potential

Hong Kong protests were portrayed as

“historic mistake.”17 While the state-

violent by the state media, which also

controlled media in China are highly

blamed them on “foreign hostile forces”

influential domestically due to lack of

6
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competition and alternate perspectives,

campaigns. Russia has a long history of

they are less successful at the

censorship and propaganda. After

international level because of the

coming to power, Putin made media

problematic image of China. This does

control one of the regime’s priorities.

not stop China from attempting to boost

Unlike China, Russia’s methods do not

its social media presence and create at

entail creating an information vacuum

least an appearance of popularity on

for the population. Rather, Russia is

Twitter and Facebook, which are

focusing on developing its own

blocked in China. The number of

informational dimension, which would

followers of People’s Daily English-

shape and dominate Russians’

language Facebook and Twitter pages

worldview without severely limiting

are rapidly growing, even though there

their access to the rest of the Internet

is lack of evidence that the followers’

(although Russia does ban some

accounts are real. In addition to

websites and interferes with the work of

boosting an image of growth, artificial

Western social media websites). The

accounts and bot activity may help

domestic successes of Russia’s

generate visibility and cause content to

propaganda machine, which helped

become trending.18

preserve Putin’s high ratings despite a
poor social and economic situation in

Russia and the Weaponization of

the country, emboldened the regime to

Media

grow increasingly ambitious about
shaping the views of people and entities

In contrast to China, Russia
invests considerably more in the quality

outside of Russia and the Russian-

of propaganda and disinformation

speaking world.
7
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promoting Russia’s new “national

period for the Russian press, by mid-

idea,”21 which laid the groundwork for

2000s the state had garnered control

the anti-Western rhetoric and elevation

over 70% of the electronic media. The

of Russia’s projected unique experience

government took freedom and

and moral standing. In order to achieve

independence away from the media

these goals, Putin’s regime made full use

organizations with the help of a host of

of the new technologies. The media

financial and administrative measures,

budget in Russia is significant: in recent

such as fines and sanctions, legal action

years Russia has been spending over a

against media organizations and

billion dollars per year on mass media,

individual journalists on the basis of

increasing it to 1.25 billion dollars in

alleged libel, non-compliance with safety

2020.22 Russia’s state-controlled media

regulations, together with banning the

are considered “strategic national

undesirable media representatives from

priorities” and are protected by the

accessing information and public events.

government.23

Additionally, in continuation of the

One of the media that enjoys

Soviet legacy, self-censorship and

generous funding and operates globally

violence against journalists persisted

is RT, the organization that started as a

and then was taken to a new level.19 The

television channel, “Russia Today,” in

political discourse in Russia deteriorated

2005 and has grown into an influential

and became permeated with Putin’s own

digital media outlet that reaches out to

cynical vision of reality and

hundreds of millions of people across

interpretation of events.20 The

the world and offers coverage in several

discourse was largely built around
8
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languages. RT’s reputation as the

RT and the covert operations performed

government’s mouthpiece and “the

by troll factories represent a sizeable

Russian government’s main weapon in

and dangerous opponent of the

an intensifying information war with the

democratic forces and structures in the

West” has raised concerns among

world as they strive to dominate the

experts.24 RT is summoned to

global discourse and succeed in its

broadcast Russia’s vision of the global

disruption.
Russian propaganda and

affairs and offer “alternative
perspectives.”25 The term “information

disinformation campaigns that fuel its

war” is actively used in the Russian

information war against the West are

media space, which provides further

the centerpiece of Russia’s so-called

evidence that information, or

hybrid warfare—a range of methods

disinformation, is purposefully

used by the government to promote its

weaponized and employed to serve the

agenda in international affairs. These

regime. The Russian media use a variety

techniques also include conventional

of tactics, including elaborate story-

warfare, private military companies,

telling, delegitimization and subtle

intelligence and espionage, economic

negative coverage, along with

tools, diplomacy, lawfare, and

manipulation of vague but emotionally

cyberwarfare.26
The Russian regime can be

appealing concepts such as morality.
Whether the goal is to cause confusion

pursuing a number of goals by using a

or distraction, suppress voters, or to

combination of strategies. The lack of

manipulate public opinion or political

military strength and weakening

elites’ views, both the official media like

resource-based economy, which is under
9
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sanctions, are compensated by

continued support of the regime, which

cyberattacks that can both destabilize

includes “patriotic education.” The

the target and yield intelligence results.

internationally-oriented propaganda

Lawfare refers to the way Russia

strives to find support among the

manipulates the international law and

foreign governments, elites, and people

creates justifications for military

in general, while simultaneously

intervention—as happened in Ukraine

attempting to undermine leadership of

and Georgia. Specifically, the regime

the West and liberal values.

justified the intervention in both cases

Russian hybrid warfare came

by the need to protect ethnic Russians

into play during the interference in the

living there. In the aftermath of the 2014

2016 US presidential election. In an

Ukrainian Revolution, Russia held a

attempt to help Donald Trump win the

referendum in Crimea, which was

election, hackers sponsored by the

deemed illegal by most countries, in

Russian government conducted

order to justify the annexation of the

cyberattacks against the Democratic

peninsula. Additionally, using hybrid

National Committee and targeted voter-

warfare allows Russia to achieve certain

registration systems. Russia also

objectives in a more clandestine way

provided financial assistance by

without a more open confrontation.27

funneling illegal money through the
National Rifle Association. In addition,

The information warfare is
critical for each of the branches of the

Kremlin-employed and managed

“Hydra.” The propaganda machine

Internet trolls and bots launched social

works to manufacture consent for a war

media-based campaigns aimed at

from the Russian population and

suppressing voters and sowing discord
10
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Conclusion

conducted by the Russia’s so-called troll

The development and wide use

factory succeeded in reaching millions of

of new media raised hopes for a more

Americans and engaging them in

democratic future of the world. The

various ways.28 The US Senate

scholars and journalists underscored the

Intelligence Committee confirmed

democratizing effects of the new media

“extensive activity” by Russia to meddle

and technologies, which they predicted

with the election and called for the US to

could liberate societies and dismantle

strengthen its defense capabilities.29 In

autocratic regimes. Today’s realities,

the months prior to the 2020 election

however, demonstrate that many

the US intelligence warned about “a

authoritarian states largely succeeded in

range of measures” used by Russia to

adapting to the situation and learned to

intrude once again.30 It was

utilize the new media to their own
advantage. The authoritarian

subsequently reported that the

governments, like those of Russia and

interference was significantly less

China, strive to acquire new

successful this time, for a few possible

technologies and heavily invest in new

reasons, including the strengthened US

media, enabling them to assert their

infrastructure, decreased motivation by

power and maintain control. Even if it

Russia, and the fact that President

takes a government longer to learn and

Trump himself became the largest

adapt than it takes civil society, the

source of disinformation during the

resources that a government possesses

election season.31

and is willing to spend on boosting its
authoritarianism can be vast. Both the
11
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Russian and the Chinese regimes have

Media in State Propaganda and Foreign

sent clear signals that their ultimate goal

Policy: The Cases of Russian, Chinese,

is the monopoly on information at the

and Turkish Media News Coverage”

domestic level and domination at the

focused on explaining how

international level. The West should

nondemocratic states use the state-

take this information war seriously.

controlled media to influence
international public opinion, generate
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